IPS HOST ALEX’S LEMONADE STAND TO RAISE FUNDS FOR CHILDHOOD CANCER

In an effort to join the battle against childhood cancer, IPS-Integrated Project Services’ (IPS) and its affiliate company PharmaLogics Recruiting, both located in Massachusetts, will host an Alex’s Lemonade Stand on Tuesday, April 24, 2012. Members of IPS were inspired to get involved with Alex’s Lemonade Stand Foundation after seeing a news story on Alexandra “Alex” Scott.

In addition to hosting a lemonade stand at IPS and PharmaLogics Recruiting in Massachusetts, IPS will also be hosting a lemonade stand at all of its U.S. offices to kick-off its series of events to fight childhood cancer. Alexandra Scott, founder of Alex’s Lemonade Stand Foundation, is from the Philadelphia region where IPS is headquartered.

Alex's Lemonade Stand Foundation (ALSF) emerged from the front yard lemonade stand of cancer patient Alexandra “Alex” Scott (1996-2004). In 2000, 4-year-old Alex announced that she wanted to hold a lemonade stand to raise money to help find a cure for all children with cancer. Since Alex held that first stand, the Foundation bearing her name has evolved into a national fundraising movement, complete with thousands of supporters across the country carrying on her legacy of hope. To date, Alex’s Lemonade Stand Foundation, a registered 501(c)3 charity, has raised more than $50 million toward fulfilling Alex’s dream of finding a cure, funding over 200 research projects nationally.

WHAT: IPS HOST ALEX'S LEMONADE STAND TO FIGHT CHILDHOOD CANCER

WHEN: Tuesday, April 24, 2012
10:00 a.m.– 5:00 p.m.

WHERE: IPS-Integrated Project Services (Massachusetts) and PharmaLogics Recruiting
400 Franklin Street
Braintree, MA 02184

(more)
IPS HOST ALEX’S LEMONADE STAND TO RAISE FUNDS FOR CHILDHOOD CANCER

In an effort to join the battle against childhood cancer, IPS-Integrated Project Services' (IPS) office in North Carolina will host an Alex’s Lemonade Stand on Wednesday, April 25, 2012. Members of IPS were inspired to get involved with Alex’s Lemonade Stand Foundation after seeing a news story on Alexandra “Alex” Scott.

In addition to hosting a lemonade stand at IPS’s North Carolina office, IPS will also be hosting a lemonade stand at all of its U.S. offices to kick-off its series of events to fight childhood cancer. Alexandra Scott, founder of Alex’s Lemonade Stand Foundation, is from the Philadelphia region where IPS is headquartered.

Alex's Lemonade Stand Foundation (ALSF) emerged from the front yard lemonade stand of cancer patient Alexandra “Alex” Scott (1996-2004). In 2000, 4-year-old Alex announced that she wanted to hold a lemonade stand to raise money to help find a cure for all children with cancer. Since Alex held that first stand, the Foundation bearing her name has evolved into a national fundraising movement, complete with thousands of supporters across the country carrying on her legacy of hope. To date, Alex’s Lemonade Stand Foundation, a registered 501(c)3 charity, has raised more than $50 million toward fulfilling Alex’s dream of finding a cure, funding over 200 research projects nationally.

WHAT: IPS HOST ALEX’S LEMONADE STAND TO FIGHT CHILDHOOD CANCER

WHEN: Wednesday, April 25, 2012
11:00 a.m.– 4:00 p.m.

WHERE: IPS-Integrated Project Services (North Carolina)
2803 Slater Road, Suite 130
Morrisville, NC 27560

(more)
IPS HOST ALEX’S LEMONADE STAND TO RAISE FUNDS FOR CHILDHOOD CANCER

In an effort to join the battle against childhood cancer, IPS-Integrated Project Services' (IPS) office in New Jersey will host an Alex’s Lemonade Stand on Tuesday, April 24, 2012. Members of IPS were inspired to get involved with Alex’s Lemonade Stand Foundation after seeing a news story on Alexandra “Alex” Scott.

In addition to hosting a lemonade stand at IPS’s New Jersey office, IPS will also be hosting a lemonade stand at all of its U.S. offices to kick-off its series of events to fight childhood cancer. Alexandra Scott, founder of Alex’s Lemonade Stand Foundation, is from the Philadelphia region where IPS is headquartered.

Alex's Lemonade Stand Foundation (ALSF) emerged from the front yard lemonade stand of cancer patient Alexandra “Alex” Scott (1996-2004). In 2000, 4-year-old Alex announced that she wanted to hold a lemonade stand to raise money to help find a cure for all children with cancer. Since Alex held that first stand, the Foundation bearing her name has evolved into a national fundraising movement, complete with thousands of supporters across the country carrying on her legacy of hope. To date, Alex’s Lemonade Stand Foundation, a registered 501(c)3 charity, has raised more than $50 million toward fulfilling Alex’s dream of finding a cure, funding over 200 research projects nationally.

WHAT: IPS HOST ALEX’S LEMONADE STAND TO FIGHT CHILDHOOD CANCER

WHEN: Tuesday, April 24, 2012
11:00 a.m.– 4:00 p.m.

WHERE: IPS-Integrated Project Services (New Jersey)
3 Executive Drive, 2nd Floor
Somerset, NJ 08873

(more)
About IPS-Integrated Project Services
Integrated Project Services (IPS) is a global leader in developing innovative and cost effective solutions for the engineering, construction, commissioning and qualification of complex pharmaceutical and biotech research and manufacturing facilities. With technical expertise spanning R&D to pilot-scale to large-scale production, our team specializes in the technology, trends and regulatory environment to successfully deliver capital projects and improve operations. For over twenty years, we have applied unique LEAN methodologies throughout the project life cycle, continually finding ways to do things better and more efficiently, delivering higher quality and controlling costs. Headquartered in Lafayette Hill, PA, IPS is a multi-national company with over 700 professionals and offices in Indiana, Massachusetts, New Jersey, North Carolina and four locations in India.

About PharmaLogics Recruiting
PharmaLogics Recruiting is a national search firm handling both contingent and retained searches. We offer unique knowledge and a long history of consulting in the Pharmaceutical and Biotechnology industries. Each recruiter at PharmaLogics Recruiting has a particular area of focus allowing them to become true experts in their field. Because of this focus, our contacts run deeper than other search firms, giving our clients access to the best and most relevant candidates available. Our goal is to help you attract the highest quality employees in the most efficient manner possible.

About Alex’s Lemonade Stand
ALSF emerged from the front yard lemonade stand of cancer patient Alexandra “Alex” Scott (1996-2004). In 2000, four-year-old Alex announced that she wanted to hold a lemonade stand to raise money to help find a cure for all children with cancer. Since Alex held that first stand, the Foundation bearing her name has evolved into a national fundraising movement, complete with thousands of supporters across the country carrying on her legacy of hope. To date, Alex’s Lemonade Stand Foundation, a registered 501 (c)3 charity, has raised more than $50 million toward fulfilling Alex’s dream, funding over two hundred pediatric cancer research projects nationally. To learn more about Alex’s Lemonade Stand Foundation please visit www.AlexsLemonade.org
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